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Series: Understanding the Power of Prayer

Topic: Prayer: A platform for Accessing Supernatural Intelligence

Introduction

Without the God-factor in a man’s life, he cannot achieve anything.

God is still in the business of revitalising careers, businesses, and attending to challenges.

It is very important to understand that we are wonderfully made in the image of God. We should never be debased by reason of what anybody says. (Psalm 100:3)

Science shows that man has not really maximized his brain to a large extent. Man is still trying to discover the full potentials of the brain God has given him. However, the only way to maximize the use of the brain is through supernatural intelligence.

What is Supernatural Intelligence?

Supernatural Intelligence is using the human brain via inspiration from God.

What is Inspiration?

Inspiration simply means the movement of the Holy Spirit on ones mental faculty. Inspiration is the gateway to supernatural intelligence (Job 32:8).

No one can give divine wisdom except God. Without the God factor, there is a limit to where your imagination can take you.

Isaac used the inspiration God gave him to produce wealth (Genesis 20:21). Daniel was also a man who through inspiration could discern and interpret dreams (Daniel 1:17-20). Joseph also received inspiration to store grain without any chemical aid (Genesis 4: 15-16).

Inspiration is a master key that will make all things possible for a believer. People with extraordinary results operate in the supernatural realm of inspiration.

Great inventors never missed a time with their maker (God). Great inventions come as a result of the inventor’s quality relationship with their Father. Their inventions are directly proportional to their relationship with God.
How to Connect with this Inspiration:

1) You must be born again; the spirit of intelligence cannot operate in an unregenerate mind, it always dwells in the mind of someone who knows the Lord. When a man is not born again, his life becomes a playground for demons.

2) Through revelation from the word (Psalm 119:97-100).

3) Inspiration can be activated by a dimension of praise that is spirit-filled (Philippians 4:4).

4) By reading books; inspiring books from anointed authors (Proverbs 27:17).

5) Prayer and Fasting is a core element in receiving inspiration (Isaiah 58:8-10). Daniel lived a fasted life and that made him relevant to different administrations in government.

Conclusion

Most times what hinders us is our inability to create and maximize our time with God. Jesus Christ operated in this kind of Wisdom and that was why he could walk on water, feed the five thousand and perform other signs and wonders.